We show that a Z-cyclic triplewhist tournament TWh(v) exists whenever v =p] .... p~ where the primes p~ are -5(mod8), p~>29. The method of construction uses the existence of a primitive root ~o of each such Pi (~61) such that ~o2+eo+ 1 are both squares (modpi).
I. Anderson et al. / Discrete Mathematics 138 (1995) [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] T={p:p=5(mod 8) , p prime, 29 ~<p <2000}. Note in passing that it is known [7] that no Z-cyclic TWh (5) or TWh(1 3) exists, although a Z-cyclic TWh(25) does exist. In this paper we extend the ideas in [8] to show that the condition p < 2000 can be removed.
The basic idea is to produce three different constructions, and to show that we can guarantee that at least one of these constructions will produce a TWh (p) provided the prime p possesses a primitive root 09 for which 092 __+ 09 + 1 are both squares in Zp. We show that such a 09 always exists (except when p = 61, a case already dealt with in [8] ). The three constructions are presented in Section 2; the results are extended to products of primes in Section 3, and the existence of an appropriate primitive root 09 for each prime p is established in Section 4. If we concentrate on just the first construction, we would be able to show that the construction works for sufficiently large p, but the bound for p would be unsatisfactorily large. The use of three different constructions enables us to reduce the numerical bound, below which we have to check each particular case, to a very manageable level.
Basic constructions
Let p-5 (mod 8), p > 1 3, so that p = 4t + 1 where t is odd. Let 09 be a primitive root of p; then 092t= _ 1.
Construction A. Consider the games (1,09, __09,09-2)X 1, 094 ..... co 4t-4 or, equivalently, (1,09, 092t+ 1,09 4t-2) X 1, 60 4 ..... 094t-4. Since t is odd it is clear that these games involve every nonzero element of Zp once. These games will generate a TWh (p) provided that the partner differences, the 1st kind opponent differences, and the 2nd kind opponent differences give, in each case, all.the nonzero elements of Zp exactly once. Now we have Since 2 is a nonsquare, these require
suppose that we can show that there exists a primitive root co of p such that As we show in Section 4, conditions (2.7) are satisfied by some primitive root of p unless p = 61. This case is dealt with separately. 
Extending to products of primes

3.1.
We first establish the existence of a Z-cyclic TWh(p") for all p~>29, p--5 (mod 8), n ~> 1. We put p = 4t + 1 where t is odd.
Suppose that TWh (p) has been obtained by one of the constructions of Section 2. The initial round games are and that xW 2~--x(modp") for each xeE. If E, as given by (3.1), is considered mod p, it is in fact a multiset, with the power sequence 1, co ..... cop-i appearing in its natural order p"-1 times. Thus since the partner (resp. first opponent, second opponent) differences arising from (1, 02, co', co p) occupy incongruent positions (mod 4) in the power sequence 1, o2 ..... cop-1, and since 41(p-1), it follows that the partner (etc.) differences arising from (1, W, W% W p) occupy incongruent positions (mod 4) in the cyclic set (3.1). Thus the partner (etc.) differences arising from
are precisely the members of E once each. Thus we can prove 
fir).
Proof. The differences arising from these games are all in I(fl 2 ..... fir) since no p~ can divide any of the differences such as (3.4) below. We check that all the partner differences are distinct; a similar argument applies to opponent differences. The: partner differences are
Suppose, for example, that
xi(W ~-1)--+_xj(W °-W) w4k (rood N)
for some i,j, k. Considering this mod p~ gives
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But co "-1 =co2e(tJ -a-1) for some e, so we get co2~ = + c04k + x (mod pl ) 
Existence of appropriate primitive roots
Given p >~ 29, p= 5 (mod 8), we seek to confirm the existence of a primitive root co such that co 2 + co + 1 are both squares. The methods used in this section are based on ideas which can be found in [5, 6, 9] .
For el (p-1) 
N(p -1) >~ N (el) + N(e2) --N (e'l) --N(e'2) + N(e'). (4.1)
Proof. This follows from the fact that
S(el)wS(e2) ~ S(e'l)~S(e'2). []
We remark that in what follows we always assume that el,e2 are even and eo = gcd(el, e2) = 2.
Now the Vinogradov condition [9] for xeZp to be a primitive root is
where /~ is the Mobius function and where Z denotes a character of order d. If we let 2 denote the quadratic character, so that 2(x)= +1 if x is a square, 2(x)=-1 otherwise, we can obtain the following extension of Vinogradov's criterion. 
Lemma 4.2.
N(e)=~ee) x~z~ ~ (l+A(X2+X+l))(l+A(xZ--x+l)) ~"d, e ~a(d)ll(d) ~z ztx).
S3(Z) = E ,~(x 2 +x+ 1)Z(-x) = S2(X).
x
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From now on assume e is squarefree and even. If die then d=d' or 2d' where d'l(e/2). Since 2(2)= -1 and #(2d')= -p(d'), we can write
where we use the facts that Sa(z)=SI(z 2) and that Z2 has order 2d, where Note that, in (4.9) and (4.10), the contribution of 4/x/p is negligible and can in general be disregarded.
Since ( Case w(p-1)=4. By (4.10) we can assume that p< 8200. Take el =2p2p3, ez=2p4, e'~ =e~=e'=2, so that Lemma 4. Cases w(p-1)=2 or 3. Here (4.10) holds provided p>340, 1700 respectively. It remains therefore to find an appropriate ~o for all p<4390, and for the seven values given in (4.11). For p = 37, we can use Construction C with o9 = 2. For p = 61, no 09 exists for which ~o2__o9+ 1 is a square. For the remaining p we in fact provide a primitive root for which Construction A is valid (see Table 1 ). Table 1 Primitive roots top for which Construction A works
